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SUBMISSION TO THE DRAFT LOCAL PLAN
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
VISION GROUP FOR SIDMOUTH

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
BROWNFIELD/EMPTY UNITS:
It is to be welcomed that the District Council has made a clear, specific commitment under the draft Local Plan to prioritise
brownfield sites:
The Local Plan Panel has confirmed this policy recommendation, that applicants for employment land should consider current
empty units before applying to build on greenfield sites:
Neil Smith, Team Leader: NNDR & Council Tax Liabilities has provided details of empty Non-Domestic Rated property for the
EX10 postcode area; this includes a substantial list of 30 vacant employment sites. (1st May 2012)
It is to be regretted, therefore, that when it has come to actual planning decisions, this policy has been constantly challenged.
There has been a steady erosion of available employment land over the years through the granting of planning permission for
housing: rather than being ensured the protection proffered by the stated policy, such sites have repeatedly undergone a
change-of-use:
Fords have pointed to nine employment sites, like the Sidmouth Dairy in Temple Street and Anstis Frozen Food in Woolbrook,
lost to housing over the last 20 years and not replaced.
(As yet not available on-line for reference: Sidmouth Herald: 1st June 2012)
As an immediate example, under application 10/1653/MFUL to build housing, the Parsons Yard/Mill Street site will lose its
status as employment land:
Councillor Stuart Hughes, expressed his concerns at the potential loss of work units to the committee.
“I maintain that we should protect industrial areas and that is an industrial site,” he told the Sidmouth Herald.
“I raised this as part of the Local Development Framework (LDF) when we went to meetings on that.
“We should be doing everything we can to maintain and secure these industrial areas unless the developer can find us other
land to provide industry and opportunities for people to work.”
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/news/news/developers_should_contribute_to_sidmouth_s_industrial_land_1_612459?ot=
archant.PrintFriendlyPageLayout.ot
What is particularly perplexing, however, is that new proposals for Sidmouth in the draft Local Plan clearly contradict the
policy to promote the status of current employment land:
To take one example:
The proposal to build new housing at Manstone and Knowle will eat into substantial areas of current employment land:
To add to this inconsistency, in the planning application for the Parsons Yard/Mill Street site, the Manstone Workshops has
clearly been identified as ‘land for employment’, which would be used to offset losses by a change-of-use under Section 106.
The Local Plan should provide a coherent framework for allocating housing and employment land; and yet the District Council
is offering an ad-hoc, ‘pass-the-parcel’ approach as serious policy decision-making.
EMPLOYMENT LAND:
5 HECTARES
In its initial submission to the Local Plan, Sidmouth Town Council favoured the proposed site at Sidford:
Following several weeks of public consultation, the Town Council has confirmed the District policy of developing vacant
employment sites and has now clearly rejected the proposal to create a new site at Sidford:
That whilst Sidmouth Town Council recognised the need for some employment land, the initial emphasis should be on
maximising the use of existing sites within the built up area boundary. Any additional employment allocation, should be
accompanied with clear evidence to prove the stated requirement. Such justification and evidence should be included in the
Local Plan document. All present employment sites within the town should be retained.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-210512.pdf
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What is rather disconcerting is the statement that the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce ‘advocated’ a substantial allocation of
employment land. And yet it is evidnet that the Chamber did no such thing: in a submission from November 2011 the Chamber
had, rather, welcomed the Tym’s Report which questions the 5 hectare provision:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/housing___employment_land_-_sidmouth_chamber_of_commerce_251011.pdf
The Chamber’s earlier submission to the LDF Panel in September 2011 is absolutely clear on the dangers of exaggerating any
demand for employment land:
The new Plan is in danger of making chronic over-provision of employment land. Data placed before the Panel thus far has
been of poor quality and confusing. We look forward to Roger Tym and Partners shedding some much needed light on this
issue. It is very important that the Plan does not allocate too much employment land as this ensures that the status of that land
is changed irrevocably. If there is too much slack in the system then pressure is sure to arise for employment land to be used for
out-of-town retailing purposes. The implications for town centres are obvious. We cannot drift into this situation, so there must
be rigorous analysis of the need for employment land. At the present time, post-2008, demand for employment land is very
subdued, and is unlikely to recover in the medium term.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/item_7_sidmouth_chamber_of_commerce_270911.pdf
It is unclear why the research undertaken by the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce should be ignored:
Summary of Key Issues Raised:
Employment: There was some concern that too much employment land was proposed and that existing employment land at
Alexandria Road should be optimised. Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce submitted a lengthy document advocating that the 5
hectare employment allocation should be abandoned as the methodology used to assess employment land is unsound.
Research for the Chamber suggests there is no demand in Sidmouth for offices and an unused allocation will lead to pressure
for out of town retail development. These were however, all submissions on-going that there is a need/demand for land and
that employment allocations should be made.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/combined_agenda_lpp_200312.pdf (page 53)
To simply state that ‘employment allocations should be made’ demonstrates a failure to consider the evidence collected by
the Chamber which in fact evidently indicates a lack of demand for new employment land. (See below)
Nevertheless, in referring to ‘a need/demand for land’, the Local Plan Panel acknowledges the interest expressed by Fords of
Sidmouth. It is not clear, however, whether Fords approached the District Council for employment land allocation, or whether
they were approached by Officers, or whether this was done on behalf of Fords:
An employment allocation is proposed on land north of Sidford. As part of the consultation responses to the draft local plan this
land was put forward for development on behalf of Fords of Sidmouth. Information provided in support of the allocation states
that Fords have been seeking a site to enable business expansion and diversification and they now wish to bring forward
employment proposals for both their company and other potential businesses.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/combined_agenda_lpp_200312.pdf (Sidmouth: page 32)
Nevertheless, the reasoning given by Fords in their initial submission lacks clarity or coherence:
Mr Mike Ford (ID: 499312) , Ford Property Ltd; and
Mr Tim Ford (ID: 499310) , Fords of Sidmouth
'Jobs - provision of up to 5 hectares of additional employment land on the northern edge of Sidmouth. Employment provision
will help promote the commercial viability of the town'. We would be in favour of additional employment land on the northern
edge of Sidmouth, but as yet, where exactly this is, has not been made clear. In addition 10 hectares would be a more realistic
figure, as this would allow companies on Alexandria and Manstone to relocate to purpose built units, thereby releasing the
land for much needed housing within Sidmouth, rather than using greenfield sites. The new employment land would allow
local companies to expand and provide more jobs for local people.
http://eastdevon-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/pref_app?pointId=1275473463022&do=view
Firstly, the Tym’s Report and several entries in the draft Local Plan warn against undermining the viability of town centres.
Indeed, rather than providing space for housing as proposed by Fords, vacating the Alexandria Road site would enable a large
national retailer to establish itself:
MORRISONS hasn’t ruled out claims it could be on the lookout for a site for a supermarket in Sidmouth. Rumours the firm was
possibly looking to set up shop in the town were mentioned at a full town council meeting on Monday [4th June 2012].
Chairman Stuart Hughes told colleagues he’d heard talk the supermarket chain was potentially interested in an employment
land plot and said: “No way”.
Cllr Hughes added that such sites should be provided to give future generations the chance to work, and live, in Sidmouth.
Mr Hughes told the Herald on Wednesday [6th June 2012]: “The last thing we want is another supermarket. I fear a ‘doughnut
effect’- where all the trade will be sucked out of the centre of Sidmouth.”
http://www.devon24.co.uk/news/morrisons_store_rumours_surface_in_sidmouth_1_1210416
Secondly, the ‘pass-the-parcel’ approach is once again preferred: the proposal of ‘releasing the land for much needed housing
within Sidmouth, rather than using greenfield sites’ would still entail using a greenfield site for the relocated employment
land. (See below)
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Lastly, the rather ill-defined notion to ‘provide more jobs for local people’ assumes that employment is lacking in Sidmouth for
local people. As documentation clearly shows, more people commute into Sidmouth than have to commute out for work. (See
below)
These ‘rumours’ have now been confirmed by recent articles in the press:
Morrisons eye up Alexandria Estate:
Supermarket giant Morrisons has declared an interest in the Alexandria Industrial Estate, say the owners of a fourth generation
family firm that owns half of the site.
Tim and Mike Ford revealed several large companies had approached the over their firm’s current home – as they spoke about
their ‘exciting’ vision to invest £5m in a new employment site in Sidford.
It seems, therefore, that large national retailers are showing interest in the Alexandria Road site, although later in the same
report there is a statement declaring that the proposed Sidford site would exclude such businesses:
Mike Ford added: “We don’t want large retailers – that is the potential benefit of it being owned by a local family.”
Apparently there is a:
Waiting list for new land: Several businesses have expressed their interests in a potential new business park north of Sidford…
The Fords added that nine firms, ranging from sweets, French pharmaceutical, landscaping and clothing companies to builders
had already expressed an interest in the mooted employment land.
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/news/news/morrisons_eyes_up_sidmouth_estate_1_1402454
(Sidmouth Herald: 1st June 2012: As yet not all text is available on-line for reference)
It is the purpose of local planners to balance demands from international businesses (‘French’) to locate in one of the most
attractive areas in the UK (AONB land) with demands from all local businesses (the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce). (See
below)

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
5 HECTARES: EAST DEVON BUSINESS FORUM
The influence of the East Devon Business Forum on proposals for employment land and housing in the draft Local Plan should
be considered. In January 2007, a Sub-Committee was established by the Forum to consider ‘amending the Atkins report’; this
included the Sidmouth business now seeking to develop the proposed 5-hectare site at Sidford.
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the East Devon
Business Forum held at East Devon Business Centre, Honiton on Thursday 25 January 2007
3 Matters Arising
Atkins Report
Graham Brown reported that he had attended a meeting with the Corporate Director – Environment to discuss the preliminary
findings of the Atkins Report. The findings included the conclusion that East Devon did not need as much employment land as
East Devon Business Forum had recommended. Forum members discussed how the findings of the Atkins Report would be
amended as they were not in step with East Devon’s needs. The issue of the employment land availability and the Atkins Report
would be considered at the meeting of the Business Forum on 19 April 2007. A Sub Committee of the Business Forum would
need to investigate employment land availability, where there was potential for growth and where the business community
would like to see development take place. There was also debate around whether the employment land identified in the Atkins
Report was ‘fit for purpose’. The first redrafted report would shortly be available for members to see.
RESOLVED that a Sub Committee consisting Graham Brown, Donovan Galling, Nigel Harrison, Tim Ford, Roy Stuart and Claire
James or Louise Mayor be established to discuss the issue of availability of employment land in East Devon.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/250107.pdf
It appears that a group of business people comprising this Forum reviewed the publicly-funded Atkins Report and then
determined that the employment land provisions were insufficient; they subsequently proceeded to derive their own
projections, which the District Council then adopted as "evidence" for the increased employment land figure which ensued:
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the East Devon
Business Forum held at East Devon Business Centre, Honiton on Thursday 31 January 2008
3 Matters Arising
Update on Employment Land Issues (Min no 36 refers)
Members noted that the work the Business Forum had done on the Atkins Report had made an enormous difference to the final
report prepared by the Employment Land Issues Task and Finish Forum. This had been accepted by the Executive Board. The
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report was now being used by the Development Control Committee as a base when considering planning applications for
employment land.
The report had highlighted key issues and themes that had been addressed and examined.
It was noted that the report would help set an agenda to inform future employment land provision in respect to future planning
policy and development decisions (particularly in relation to land supply shortfalls).
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/310108edbf.pdf
Furthermore, the Forum does not consider the proposed allocation of 180 hectares to be ‘adequate’ and wishes to expand the
remit from B class employment allocation:
Representor 0192: East Devon Business Forum
26th January 2012
We are not convinced that the B Class employment allocations set out in the Draft Local Plan are currently adequate.
We urge you to bare in mind the wide variety of commercial/business activity permissible within B1, B2 and B8 Use Classes.
One size doesn’t fit all. At first glance, the headline Local Plan allocation of 180 hectares of new employment land is impressive.
However if the reality is that much of this can only be delivered by the market at a price unaffordable to the district’s new and
emerging businesses, their local growth potential will not be realised. The Forum urges you to carefully re-assess the
deliverability of the Plan’s B Class employment land allocations outside of the Exeter and East Devon Growth Point. We are not
convinced that the Plan currently provides an adequate supply of new employment in the District’s towns and villages.
Graham Brown, Chairman
East Devon Business Forum
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_representations0014-0192.pdf
It is indeed clear that ‘one size doesn’t fit all’: in which case, there should be much greater attention paid to the specific profile
of each settlement within East Devon rather than insisting on a blanket surge in the provision of building sites.
It is also reasonable that the bigger businesses in East Devon should seek to expand commerce and to remove restraints to
growth by increasing the availability of land for employment and housing. However, that this lobby group should enjoy such
influence and access at the District Council is highly questionable: the chairman of the EDBF is a senior District Councillor and
former chair of the LDF Panel 2008-09; the Honorary Secretary is a District Officer; the District Council provides secretarial
services; EDBF press releases are channelled through the District's communication office; and there are frequent private
meetings from which the press and public are excluded.
An internet-search quickly establishes that such an intimate relationship between such a forum and the District Council is far
from the norm in the UK.

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
ALEXANDRIA ROAD SITE
Sidmouth Town Council has made its wishes clear on the need to improve access to this site:
3. Access to Alexandria Industrial Estate – Retain 2006 Local Proposal LS1.4
Sidmouth Town Council wish to retain the Local Proposal LS1.4 regarding access to Alexandria Industrial Estate and if necessary
a Compulsory Purchase Order should be considered in order to obtain the land for the access onto the Estate. Better use could
be made of the Alexandria Industrial Estate with smaller units in other parts of the town. Other sites for industrial use should
be sought elsewhere.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_representations0014-0192.pdf
This was confirmed at its recent meeting to decide on its submission to the Local Plan:
The District Council should be encouraged to Compulsory Purchase the strip of land adjacent to the Alexandria Industrial Estate
to enable its development to full potential.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-210512.pdf
And yet there are contradictory statements from the District Council as to how it should proceed:
Access to Alexandria Industrial Estate, Sidmouth: It is recommended that this policy is deleted from the plan.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/combined_agenda_lpp_200312.pdf (page 84)
In its submission, the Sid Vale Association has highlighted the unrealised potential of the site:
4.4. The current Local Plan identifies employment land at the Alexandria Industrial site. In the past a company, Devon
Conversions, employed more than 200 people on the Alexandria Road site, which is a good indication of the extent of
employment numbers that might be achieved now. We believe that the site is now underutilised.
http://www.sidvaleassociation.org.uk/index.php?page=sva-response-to-ldp-2012
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_representations0014-0192.pdf
And indeed, the largest business on this site has shown its frustration at the lack of progress in improving access, stating that
this should be included in the Local Plan:
Mr Mike Ford (ID: 499312) , Ford Property Ltd; and
Mr Tim Ford (ID: 499310) , Fords of Sidmouth
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I write with reference to the above report in relation to Sidmouth and specifically the Alexandria Industrial Estate. The main
Alexandria Road Industrial Site is considered to have bad access and there are conflicts with nearby housing. I would like to
make the point that firstly, we are here at the moment and whilst the access may well be substandard, we are prevented from
improving it by the ransom strip; otherwise a satisfactory solution could be reached.
http://eastdevon-consult.limehouse.co.uk/portal/pref_app?pointId=1275473463022&do=view
EMPLOYMENT LAND:
B-CLASS EMPLOYMENT ALLOCATION
All the major local bodies in Sidmouth have expressed concern about the status of any new employment land:
Sidmouth Town Council:
Any future development should be restricted to B1 and B2 and consideration given to the area north of the A3052 (above
Waitrose) and not the proposed site at Sidford.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-210512.pdf
Sid Vale Association:
4.7. We understand that the Employment land would have “a particular onus” in favour of B1 zoning. This is primarily for office
space, but B1 includes industrial uses that are acceptable in residential areas. We are very concerned that if new employment
land is allocated in the LDP, pressure will come from others, such as Supermarket operators, to establish themselves, which will
be harder to resist.
http://www.sidvaleassociation.org.uk/index.php?page=sva-response-to-ldp-2012
Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce:
The document states that there will be ’a particular onus’ on B1 use, but statements from the authority say that the
employment land will be restricted to ’office use only’;… that there will only be a ‘particular onus’ on B1 use, so other use
classes such as retail are not precluded, merely discouraged. We do not believe that this vague wording adds up to a
meaningful policy that would stand up to challenge from a determined applicant, acting in partnership with the owner of the
site or sites who will be keen to extend the range of use classes for obvious commercial reasons.
(Submission of 28th January as yet not available on-line at www.eddc.gov.uk .)
This evidence is in clear contradiction to the evidence cited by the East Devon Business Forum. (See above)

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
DEMAND
Whilst bigger businesses have cited demand for new employment land, the District Council has failed to consider conflicting
evidence. In fact, the following submission from the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce of 28th January has not been posted on
the District’s website as part of its representations:
No evidence has been offered by the authority to support the idea that there is local demand for office use. Our enquiries
indicate that no local agents have been approached by the authority to try and establish the level of local demand. Sidmouth
Chamber of Commerce has therefore approached the six local agents that handle commercial property. We estimate that they
deal with around 90% of all commercial transactions in the Sid Valley. The Chamber asked each agent to assess current
demand for offices in the Sid Valley on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 representing non-existent demand, 1 equalling extremely poor
demand, 2 very poor demand, up to 10 representing overwhelming demand. The average score from the six agents was 0.5,
halfway between non-existent and extremely poor.
We then asked the same agents to assess long term levels of demand on the same basis. Given the current recessionary times,
a higher score would seem likely, but in fact, the average score rose only slightly to 0.93, still below extremely poor.
(Submission of 28th January as yet not available on-line at www.eddc.gov.uk .)
It is puzzling why such significant, locally-gathered and concrete evidence has not been considered, especially as this coincides
with findings in the Tym’s Report. To continue:
Our conclusions are very much in line with the report submitted by Roger Tyms and Partners, which the authority has chosen to
ignore. Tyms concluded that capacity at Alexandria, even taking into account the access difficulties, was sufficient for the
duration of the Plan period. Tyms states that only in the event of a major regional or national company seeking a relocation to
Sidmouth should greenfield employment land be considered. We agree with this analysis.
We are unaware of any regional or national company that wishes to relocate to Sidmouth, and EDDC have produced no
evidence that such a demand/request has occurred in living memory. We suggest that the identification of an employment site
for a major company determined to relocate to Sidmouth would be best left to a time when that approach is made. The
suitability of the company and their specific needs can then be assessed at that time. We judge the likelihood of such an
approach as extremely remote. We have no rail or motorway connections, no corporate infrastructure and no existing capacity,
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and we do not qualify for any subsidy. We must point out that Sidmouth’s only major employer, EDDC, is currently seeking to
relocate, citing as one of its reasons, the unsuitability of Sidmouth as a location on access grounds.
The supposed interest from “sweets, French pharmaceutical, landscaping and clothing companies to builders” (Sidmouth
Herald: 1st June 2012) has only arisen once the proposal for greenfield development was made. Moreover, these specific
interests definitely do not accord with the B1 class employment allocation proposed in the Local Plan:
6.10: We will take a broad view of the types of activity (retail, commercial, industrial, service sector) that can be classed as
'employment' in making our land allocations; we do however see future B1 employment development (office developments),
and jobs in this class, as being key.
and specifically for Sidmouth:
Consultation Local Plan – Draft Strategy 21
Development at Sidmouth:
2. Jobs - provision of up to 5 hectares of additional employment land, with a particular onus on B1 space with uses and
development compatible with the regency qualities and current uses and nature of the town,
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/new_local_plan_publication_draft_dec_2011_lowres-4.pdf
Lastly, it is not clear what methodologies are used by the District Council when determining demand.
It seems that the current policy is to consider only those sites for employment which have been formally submitted to the
authority in writing, whereas other District Councils will consider other options, seeking proactively to identify the most
suitable sites for development.
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING LAND:
POPULATION
It seems that the District Council has ignored significant findings in the Tym’s Report of 2011 ‘East Devon Housing and
Employment Study’. It is clear that the demographic profile for Sidmouth differs to much of East Devon:
6.21 The West area has higher percentages in the age groups under 55. The East area, which contains the main retirement
locations such as Sidmouth, has higher proportions over 54.
6.25: Movements into the East area are quite different. Here the peak is of retirement-related moves around the late 50s.
There is an earlier peak around the late thirties (together with their children) these presumably being housing related moves.
So the net gain in the Sidmouth/ Honiton area is predominantly of middle-aged and elderly people.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_lp_edhousingstudy.pdf
Under the ‘Consultation Local Plan – Draft Strategy 2
Scale and Distribution of Development in East Devon’, Sidmouth is allocated 150 Proposed New Local Plan Housing; this is in
addition to 604 dwellings being built or being given permission to be built under the Local Plan:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/new_local_plan_publication_draft_dec_2011_lowres-4.pdf
There are considerable doubts as to how the District Council arrived at its figures for proposed housing in Sidmouth. The Sid
Vale Association makes this point:
3.3. We are puzzled by the arbitrary allocation of 150 houses in the period to 2026. There is no justification in the LDP for this
figure, which appears to have been “plucked out of the air”. The provision of housing needs is generally based on population
growth, but there are no figures, (current or projected), given for Sidmouth in the LDP. EDDC’s own consultants, Roger Tym and
Partners, noted that the population would in fact fall, which appear to have been ignored.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_representations0014-0192.pdf
The Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce welcomed the Tym’s Report in questioning the District Council’s assumed relationship of
jobs to households of ‘roughly 1:1’:
…rather, they have recalibrated it to an exact relationship of 0.81:1, which a very different number:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/sidmouth_chamber_of_commerce_300811.pdf
To quote directly from the Tym’s Report:
Job Density
2.41 To assess the balance of local jobs and working age residents, a job density chart is shown in Figure 2.12 for all districts in
the south west region, with the figure for East Devon highlighted. An equal number of jobs and working age residents would
result in an index of 1, and is likely to suggest a good balance of local jobs and local workers. Across the South West districts
(weighted) average is 0.81.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_lp_edhousingstudy.pdf
It is not clear whether the District Council is proposing more ‘affordable housing’ and ‘employment land’ in an effort to keep
or attract the 20-34 age-group:
Population Structure
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4.2 Compared with England & Wales (Figure 4.1), East Devon had excesses in all age groups over 49 years, with the percentage
over 79 being almost double. By contrast, there were deficits in all younger age groups, these being especially pronounced from
20 to 34.
The demography of Sidmouth bucks the England &Wales trend significantly: Sidmouth has had a substantial post-retirement
population since emerging as a Regency resort:
6.21 The West area has higher percentages in the age groups under 55. The East area, which contains the main retirement
locations such as Sidmouth, has higher proportions over 54.
6.25 Movements into the East area are quite different. Here the peak is of retirement-related moves around the late 50s. There
is an earlier peak around the late thirties (together with their children) these presumably being housing related moves. So the
net gain in the Sidmouth/ Honiton area is predominantly of middle-aged and elderly people.
Whilst the Tym’s Report does explore different future scenarios (constant or low migration population levels over the period
of the Local Plan), both current and maximum projected job density does not approach the District Council’s proposals of ‘one
person, one job’ when matching proposed new housing to required new employment provision. The Tym’s Report provides
well-defined methodologies and evidence; the District Council does not:
Impacts on Employment Projections and Job Density
6.36 A general measure for this purpose is job density, the number of jobs divided by the resident population of working age.
Based on ONS job densities in Chapter 2, East Devon had a job density 0.73 in 2008, which was compared to a South West
district average of 0.81. Using the latest employment figures (2009) matched against the estimates of working age population
in 2009, East Devon is shown to have some 45,000 jobs and a working–age population of 75,000, giving a job density of 0.60.
The Tym’s Report affirms that there is a substantial amount of employment land available on the market:
3.8 In terms of current availability of the industrial accommodation, we have undertaken a search of marketed accommodation
across this area. The current situation can be summarised as follows: Table 3.2 Coastal Belt Commercial Accommodation
Availability:
Sidmouth: Available Accommodation (sq ft): 3,309
Table 8.1 Employment Requirements Priorities by Area
The Tym’s Report suggests several strategies for Sidmouth, and yet the District Council has not included the innovative mixeduse notion of ‘industrial/hybrid scheme’ or the high-tech solution of a ‘work-hub’:
Sidmouth: Replace existing poor stock; Occupier expansion land; Potential for small industrial/hybrid scheme; Work-hub to
encourage entrepreneurs
By seeking to encourage businesses from outside the town to establish themselves in Sidmouth with the provision of new
employment land, the District Council could thereby undermine the vibrancy and resilience of the local economy:
Employment Land in Sidmouth
7.20 The market within Sidmouth is dominated by local businesses. Due to current rental and capital values, viability of
schemes within the town will rely on pre-lets and pre-sales being agreed, where public sector subsidy is not available.
7.26 Whilst this suits the majority of businesses based in the town, if it is the aspiration of the locality to attract larger
regional/national companies then consideration should be given to the allocation of a limited amount of unconstrained
greenfield land close to arterial access routes.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/plg_lp_edhousingstudy.pdf
Interestingly, the company pressing for greater capacity has cited a reason for providing 5 hectares of new employment land:
the demand from other companies. (See above)
… they now wish to bring forward employment proposals for both their company and other potential businesses.
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/news/news/sidford_site_earmarked_for_employment_land_1_1325219
Lastly, if Alexandria Road Estate were vacated for the proposed 5-hectare employment site, this would expose the Estate for
acquisition by a ‘larger regional/national company’. (See above)
http://www.edp24.co.uk/news/morrisons_store_rumours_surface_in_sidmouth_1_1210416
It is not clear, therefore, where the District has obtained its figures to evidence the ‘need’ for more employment and
residential land. To quote again from the as-yet-unavailable submission from the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce:
Occupancy levels are expected to continue their long term decline. The percentage of Sidmouth’s population of working age is
predicted to decline quite dramatically over the Plan period. EDDC’s own figures confirm this. They show an expected 8.8% fall
over the Plan period in the percentage of Sidmouth’s population who will be of working age.
The number of working people in Sidmouth is therefore set to FALL quite significantly over the next fifteen years. So we
conclude that there will be no demand arising from population changes and house building over the Plan period. Indeed,
demand may well decline.
Nor is there much slack in the labour market that needs to be taken up. Unemployment levels in Sidmouth and the surrounding
area are historically very low, and remain so despite the recession.
(Submission of 28th January as yet not available on-line at www.eddc.gov.uk )
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Whilst new housing has already been given planning permission, there is no evidence to suggest that the majority of the new
occupants will be of working age.

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
IN-OUT COMMUTING NUMBERS
The submission by the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce of 28th January is highly significant in that it effectively undermines
the methodology of calculating the area of employment land. To quote at length, as it seems that this particular submission is
not available on the web-pages of the Local Plan Panel agendas and meetings:
The other explanation provided by the authority for the provision of such a large employment site is that an abundance of
employment land will reduce the level of commuting in the District generally and the Sidmouth area in particular. This is one of
the themes of the new Local Plan.
The desire to reduce commuting is presumably the explanation for the remaining provision of 4.4 hectares (5 hectares minus
the 0.6 hectares ascribed to new development). We understand that EDDC have taken the number of out-commuters and
calculated the amount of employment land required to accommodate 50% of those people. This produces the 4.4 hectares
figure.
We find this methodology exceptionally primitive and inherently unsound.
Firstly, there is no explanation as to why the identification of employment land will encourage 50% of the firms that employ
Sidmouth’s out-commuters to relocate to the Sid Valley. We think this is extremely unlikely.
Secondly, the figure of 50% is suspiciously arbitrary. No explanation is provided as to why this figure has been selected. We
think the AONB is an important designation that should not be treated frivolously; sacrificing an important landscape
designation to meet an arbitrarily generated target is not acceptable.
Thirdly, EDDC has applied this policy across the District, so even if 50% of firms employing Sidmouth residents relocate to
Sidmouth, they will be matched by other firms employing people living in other East Devon towns heading in the other
direction. And drawing corresponding numbers of out-commuters from Sidmouth. The net effect is likely to be nil, or very close
to nil.
It is true that some Sidmouth residents work outside the District, mainly in Exeter, but also to other destinations including as far
afield as London or abroad. However, many of these are in specialist jobs that are highly unlikely to be drawn to Sidmouth by
the availability of fresh employment land. The Met Office, the University, County Hall and the RDE Hospital are unlikely to
relocate to Sidmouth.
Fourthly, and perhaps most importantly, we would stress that Sidmouth is a town of net IN-COMMUTING. By creating more
employment land, this ‘problem’ if indeed it is one, can only be exacerbated.
Fifthly, levels of commuting in East Devon and especially Sidmouth are quite low by national standards. We feel that
commuting is surprisingly low in the area given that the major employment centre of Exeter is just outside the District
boundary. Moreover, Sidmouth is regarded as a very attractive place to live, so workers are prepared to commute further from
Sidmouth than from less attractive towns.
Sidmouth, for a medium-sized town, has very low levels of out commuting. Far lower than other East Devon towns. Yet the
same policy for stopping out commuting is applied - the policy is one-size-fits-all and indiscriminate. The percentage of
Sidmouth’s working population that work in the town is over 67%, which is very high by national standards. Only large cities,
able to offer jobs to all specialisms, normally achieve this level of job retention. Many of the remaining 33% work in Exeter in
specialist, often well-paid occupations. We do not expect many of these out commuters to be persuaded back to an industrial
estate in Sidmouth.
Incredibly, EDDC thinks that there is a local need for between 800 and 1000 jobs, despite offering no evidence of demand, and
taking into account very low unemployment, and a declining population of working people. In the highly unlikely event of these
huge job numbers materialising, where will this workforce come from? Not from those working in Exeter, for the reasons given
above. The majority will undoubtedly be sucked in from outside the town, thus INCREASING commuting. The rest will
presumably be drawn from those who presently work in the town, most of whom are Sidmouth residents. Many get to work on
foot or by bicycle, often using the Byes as a route. Many of these will choose to reach the new industrial estate by car, as it will
be less accessible. More importantly, their town centre jobs will have to be taken by those living outside the town, many of
whom will come to Sidmouth by car, thus exacerbating Sidmouth’s parking and congestion problems.
We conclude that to create an ‘artificial’ employment site of this scale, for which no demand has been identified, is likely to
distort and dislocate the local employment market, which presently operates quite successfully. Almost certainly, the new site
will increase commuting, thus denying the only reason offered for its existence in the first place.
However, there is a case for considering the provision of additional employment land; it is clear that there is modest local
demand for small light industrial units and other B1 uses. It is widely recognised that the pressure of high residential land prices
and the constraints of landscape policies have made it difficult for some small businesses to find suitable premises. We believe
that the obvious policy is to seek a solution to the Alexandria Road impasse, and we support the Town Council’s call for action
in this regard.
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(Submission of 28th January as yet not available on-line at www.eddc.gov.uk )
Studies relating to employment land and job issues found at:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/employmentevidence.htm
and specifically in the ‘Report Setting Out Justification for Employment Provision in the Consultation’
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/0097_-_report__justification_for_employment_provision_in_consultation_draft_local_plan_2011.pdf
are presented by the District Council as providing clear evidence for the provision of Employment Land.
However, what is stated as current ‘net’ out-commuting (ie: the difference between in and out-commuting) is actually the
straightforward out-commuting figure, which completely excludes the numbers commuting in. And since Sidmouth has more
commuting in than out, then this would actually produce a ‘negative need’ for employment land; and indeed, the figure on
page 2 of the ‘Report Setting Out Justification for Employment Provision in the Consultation’ under ‘difference between outcommuting and in-commuting’ has Sidmouth as providing a negative figure of -326.
To quote again from the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce submission of 28th January:
‘Net out commuting’ or ‘Out commuting’?
We draw attention to a serious flaw in the document. The spreadsheet used to calculate the amount of employment land
across the District has a column headed ‘net out commuting’, but in this column appears the figures for ‘out commuting’. The
effect is very considerable: if the correct ‘net’ figure for Sidmouth had been used, then the recommended area of employment
land would be 1.13 hectares rather than 5.38 hectares. Across the District, the over-allocation is about 20 hectares.
Throughout the LDF Panel documentation, there is repeated confusion between ‘net out commuting’ and ‘out commuting’. It is
clear that the two terms have been used interchangeably, even though they are radically different. ‘Out commuting’ seems to
have been used as a kind of short-hand for ‘net out commuting’.
It is hard to tell, because the documentation is so confused, but it would appear that the Panel intended to use ‘net out
commuting’ rather than ‘out commuting’: as far as we are aware, or can recall, there was no discussion about the distinction
between the two.
Sidmouth is the only settlement (besides Axminster) in East Devon producing negative net out-commuting figures – in other
words, positive in-commuting figures – and as such requires an Employment Land policy quite different to that currently
proposed by the District Council.
(Submission of 28th January as yet not available on-line at www.eddc.gov.uk )

EMPLOYMENT LAND:
CONFLICT WITH HOUSING LAND
At the meeting of the Local Plan Panel on 20th March, an important point was made with regard to the conflicting demands on
land; and yet there is no record in the Minutes:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/combined_agenda_lpp_200312.pdf
Namely, that whilst it was argued that the proposed site for employment land should be allocated near Sidmouth Garden
Centre, rather than at Sidford, it was made clear that this would not be possible, as the developer who owns this land would
prefer housing to industrial units. To quote at length from a member of the Panel:
Sidmouth
More land had popped up at the last minute in Sidmouth, this time allocated for an industrial estate. Sidmouth has been
allocated five hectares of industrial or commercial land – a move hotly contested by Sidmouth’s Chamber of Commerce.
As Sidmouth is surrounded by land designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty there has been ongoing debate about
where to put it. As ever, there is no evidence to support the industrial land proposals. However, EDDC strategic planners
simply reply that the land represents an ‘aspiration’ for jobs.
EDDC’s consultants Roger Tym hold no truck with this argument, reporting that to over-allocate this sort of land could reduce
the number of jobs available as it will flood the market.
Given that EDDC has stuck to its guns over the five hectares, which is backed by Sidmouth Town Council, a proposed allocation
for an industrial estate on land between Sidbury and Sidford has now been made (in the past week)…
The Sidmouth councillors made a strong case that the proposed land at Sidford should was not suitable for highways reasons.
They were also worried that it could pave the way for Sidford joining up with Sidbury. This, they felt, was a real risk.
Cllr Hughes argued strongly that the industrial land should instead be allocated near Sidmouth Garden Centre, where a park
and ride scheme has already been agreed. He argued that public transport to this site was better and it was much better from
a highways perspective.
This argument was shot down by Mrs Little who said that Persimmon, who owned this land would want housing built on this
site, not industrial units, as housing is far more lucrative.
Mrs Little added that she had had discussions with highways officers who had not believed there was any problem with the site
between Sidford and Sidbury.
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Mr Hughes replied. “I am highways and I can tell you that they are not happy with it.” (Cllr Hughes is the portfolio holder for
highways at Devon County Council).
Stalemate on the highways issue ensued.
I fished out my list of empty commercial units and totted them up for Sidmouth. There were about 30 empty units as of the
middle of last year. I argued that there was no need for the five hectares, no evidence for it and that 30 empty units in
Sidmouth alone meant that there was enough existing capacity.
http://www.claire-wright.org/index.php/post/seven_hour_panel_meeting_sees_ottery_finally_get_a_better_deal/
It does seem, therefore, that District Council policy is being determined by ‘evidence’ as yet unavailable in the public domain.

EMPLOYMENT LAND AND HOUSING LAND:
AONB
All policy documents on the status of AONB land not only confer it equivalent standing to National Parks, but specify that no
major developments should be permitted ‘except in exceptional circumstances’; furthermore, if applications to build on AONB
are considered, a series of assessments should be carried out:
www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/doc/1237848.doc
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm199900/cmhansrd/vo000613/text/00613w07.htm
http://www.naturenet.net/status/aonb.html
The District Council has failed to provide a clear assessment of why AONB land should be breached in Sidmouth; but is
nevertheless fully aware of these guidelines and is willing to see them implemented elsewhere in the District:
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act (2000), Section 85, means that AONB's are now afforded the same importance in terms
of landscape as National Parks." Any new development ... that both Yarcombe and Marsh are part of an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. ... Details of any exceptional circumstances relating to the guidelines ...
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/yarcombeandmarshvillagedesignstatement.htm
At the Sidmouth Town Assembly of 19th April 2012 there was almost unanimous opposition from approximately 200 members
of the public to any new Employment Land provision beyond the Built-up Area Boundaries.
www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/Annual%20Reports/TMAgenda2012.pdf
http://www.stuarthughes.co.uk/
Nevertheless and despite the application to extend the Sidmouth Garden Centre into AONB having been rejected by both the
District Council and the Planning Inspectorate, the resolution to site Employment Land on the A3052 was carried by Sidmouth
Town Council on 21st May 2012:
Any future development should be restricted to B1 and B2 and consideration given to the area north of the A3052 (above
Waitrose) and not the proposed site at Sidford.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-210512.pdf
It appears, then, that the Town Council anticipates that the District Council would reverse its policy approach to this site and
that a ‘new or different’ Planning Inspector would reject the conclusion of his or her predecessor, which seems very unlikely.
AN APPEAL to resurrect rejected proposals for a veterinary practice at Sidmouth Garden Centre has been dismissed by the
Planning Inspectorate. EDDC had argued the proposed veterinary practice, which would be utilised by an independent business,
would be detrimental to the surrounding Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Planning inspector Rupert Grantham
said in a report detailing the appeal decision: “The main issue raised by both appeals is whether the proposed development
would result in harm to the character and appearance of the area and, if so, whether that harm would be outweighed by the
need for development.” He said that, despite nearby housing developments taking place in the AONB over the road from the
garden centre, land to the north of the A3052 remained “unspoilt”. Mr Grantham added the mooted timber clad practice, set
partially into the hillside, would “aggravate” the garden centre’s impact on the AONB. “Neither scheme would succeed in
conserving or enhancing the landscape character of the area,” he said. Mr Grantham concluded the need for the proposed
development wasn’t sufficient to outweigh the “significant harm” that either scheme would cause to the area’s character and
appearance. http://www.edp24.co.uk/news/environment/sidmouth_vets_bid_is_put_down_1_1194489?action=logout
The District Council has made this clear in its own report:
Officer recommendation to refuse. Committee refusal. Landscape policy reasons upheld. (DSP Policies CO1, CO3 & CO6 and
EDLP Policies S5, EN1 & D1). http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/combined_dm_agenda_060312.pdf
HOUSING LAND:
PORT ROYAL
The draft Local Plan proposes 30 new dwellings at Port Royal. Whilst it is clear that some housing provision will have to be
allowed for at this site, there has been no discussion as to what this should constitute. And yet the District Council
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commissioned a Development Brief to consider the overall picture for Port Royal, within which there would be an allowance
for housing or even employment:
Development Brief for Port Royal/Ham Area of Sidmouth
The production of a development brief is a necessary step towards eventually disposing of EDDC’s land interest and an
important building block to achieve community ownership of redevelopment plans.
Executive Board 7 October 2009
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/eb_071009_item13.pdf
Unaccountably, the District Council have failed to capitalise on this Brief, although it could reveal useful evidence for policymaking; indeed, there is no reference to the Brief and the strategic importance of Port Royal to Sidmouth within the draft
Local Plan, despite hopes raised:
Sidmouth Port Royal development hope
COMMUNITY representatives tasked with a crucial project, key to the re-development of Sidmouth’s Port Royal, have revealed
details of the bid for the first time… The news comes as the authority that handed ‘power to the people’ – because it couldn’t
produce a long-awaited development brief for the site – said it has yet to receive “a commercially viable plan”.
The Herald reported in October 2009 how East Devon District Council (EDDC) gave the go-ahead for a steering group made up
of representatives from Sidmouth’s town council, Vision Group, Chamber of Commerce and Hospitality Association, to produce
the document.
The Herald …was told by an EDDC spokesperson: “The work of the steering group has not, to date, provided a commercially
viable plan. We await developments in this respect.”
When asked about the issue, Richard Eley, a member of the Port Royal Steering Group, said he was hopeful of progress in 2011.
He added: “The group has delivered a draft document to EDDC which sets out our broad suggestions for the redevelopment of
this very important area.
“We’ve tried to establish parameters which will guide potential developers and encourage a high level of quality proposals.
Those parameters must be realistic, but they should also be ambitious and do justice to what is a wonderful location.
“We wish to see an open debate, with maximum consultation, leading to a considered and measured appraisal of the potential
of the site.
“The consolidation of the ownership, brought about by the Drill Hall purchase, means that a rushed, piecemeal development of
the site can now be avoided, and we can look forward to a comprehensive scheme and a well-considered future for Port Royal.”
http://www.midweekherald.co.uk/news/sidmouth_port_royal_development_hope_1_753432?action=register
Whilst the Steering Group did not produce ‘a commercially viable plan’, the amount of material gathered and hopes for ‘a
comprehensive scheme’ have nevertheless been ignored.
At a meeting with Sidmouth Town Council, the District Council’s Deputy CEO briefly considered Port Royal but not the
Development Brief; the only reference made was that:
There were no specific plans for the redevelopment of the Port Royal area at present.
12:02/35 VISIT BY MR RICHARD COHEN: Richard Cohen answered questions: b) Port Royal development.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-MAR19.pdf
With regard to development proposals at Port Royal (and Knowle – see below) as stated in the Inset Maps of the draft Local
Plan, these seem to contradict the stated Strategies.
Firstly, it is not clear that the building of upwards of 30 new dwellings at Port Royal will respect the character of the
surrounding Ham Green and Sid Estuary:
Strategy 6 - Development within Built-Up Area Boundaries: Within the boundaries development will be permitted if:
1. It would be compatible with the character of the site and its surroundings and in villages with the rural character of the
settlement.
Importantly, Port Royal lies in a flood-risk area; this is even acknowledged in the discredited Royal Haskoning Report.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/eb_310310_item13_app1.pdf:
2. It would not lead to unacceptable pressure on services and would not adversely affect risk of flooding or coastal erosion
Upwards of 30 dwellings at Port Royal would have a considerable impact on the historic East Ham area:
3. It would not damage, and where practical, it will support promotion of wildlife, landscape, townscape or historic interests.
The current needs of Sidmouth as a tourist venue means that the Port Royal area should maintain if not enhance facilities and
amenities to match current population and visitors:
4. It would not involve the loss of land of local amenity importance or of recreational value;
And because the Port Royal Steering Group’s Report has not been considered, any proposals to build 30 dwellings could
prejudice development of the whole East Ham area:
6. It would not prejudice the development potential of an adjacent site.
The question is how building upwards of 30 new dwellings at Port Royal would enhance the town centre’s environment; it is
also not proven how this would promote business:
Strategy 26 - Development at Sidmouth (formerly DS21):
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Proposals for development in Sidmouth should be consistent with the strategy which is:
3. Town Centre - enhancement of the environment and promotion of business opportunities in the town centre;
Lastly, it is not clear how the potential removal of such facilities already available at Port Royal would be matched by the
building of new housing at the site:
4. Social and Community Facilities - facilities to match future development and new housing.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/edlpsidmouthreport.pdf
EMPLOYMENT AND HOUSING LAND:
RELOCATION FROM KNOWLE
It is a serious omission that the proposed relocation of the District Council from Knowle is not referred to. And yet the
proposed siting of 50 dwellings at Knowle comes under the heading ‘strategic policy’ and ‘strategic allocations’:
H1 - Residential Land Allocation (formerly H2):
In accordance with strategic policy of the plan and in addition to strategic allocations the following smaller scale employment
housing sites are allocated in the towns of East Devon as shown on the Proposals Map:
Current Council Offices, Knowle – 50 homes.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/edlpsidmouthreport.pdf
It is disingenuous of the District Council to exclude all reference to the relocation in the draft Local Plan, considering its
strategic and long-term importance to both Sidmouth and the District:
The new building will provide a modern working environment in a central district location that will improve accessibility for
both visitors and staff
Honiton is the preferred location due to its central position in the district with good rail and bus networks.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/movingandimprovingfaq
Nevertheless, a more transparent, obviously-stated policy to relocate would elicit questions with regard to Section 106
Payments. The following formulation appears in tenders sent from Local Authorities to potential developers:
4.37 Where a developer cannot provide an appropriate physical contribution off-site the Council will assist the developer in
meeting the needs of continued job creation by accepting a financial contribution in lieu of physical provision to enable the
provision and maintenance of local employment generating facilities.
http://www.calderdale.gov.uk/environment/planning/developmentplan/udp/section_151514483898.html
In other words, relocation which involved a change-in-use from the current employment land to primarily-residential could
incur substantial costs for any developer interested in applying for planning permission. To take an example, the change-in-use
at the Fortfield site in Sidmouth necessitated an S106 ‘unilateral undertaking’ of £1.5m:
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/development_management_full_agenda_230811-3.pdf
The Knowle site is worth considerably more and would incur substantially higher S106 contributions which could well deter
any prospective developers:
… the council admit this can only be achieved by selling the Knowle site for the right amount
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/news/news/eddc_pressing_ahead_with_knowle_move_1_1148073
The impact on Sidmouth’s economy if the District Council were to relocate is not considered in the draft Local Plan, even
though such a move would have serious, long-term effects, including the loss of employment:
There were approximately 350 jobs (or full time equivalent) at Knowle. 20% of those employees came from Sidmouth. This
would obviously impact on the economy of the town and various studies would need to be carried out to help mitigate negative
effects.
http://www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/STC%20Minutes%202012/STC-MAR19.pdf
Other misgivings about the proposed move include the decision to draw the boundary for housing at Knowle to include the car
parks. (See below)
Business people in the town centre are highly concerned about the loss of the car parks, which are presently used at
weekends:
Sidmouth traders reveal future parking hopes:
BUSINESS leaders in Sidmouth have called for a park-and-ride at Knowle
http://www.devon24.co.uk/news/sidmouth_traders_reveal_future_parking_hopes_1_1130902
The District Council claims it is consulting with key-players in arriving at these decisions:
Is EDDC consulting with the Town Council, Chamber of Commerce and other local bodies?
Yes – consultation has already begun and EDDC has held discussions with key local stakeholders in the town. This will continue
throughout the life of the project.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/movingandimprovingfaq
And yet the joint campaign comprising the Chamber and other ‘key local stakeholders’ underlines the serious apprehensions
held by many in the wider community:
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The Sid Vale Association, the Sidmouth Chamber of Commerce, the Sidmouth Hospitality Association and the Vision Group for
Sidmouth have joined forces to form “Save our Sidmouth” (SOS).
Our main objective is to ensure that East Devon District Council (EDDC) takes into account the wishes and comments of civic
groups and the residents of the town in the preparation of the EDDC Local Development Plan.
Significant omissions from the plan include:
• Proposals for regeneration of the Eastern (Port Royal) end of town
• The probable vacation of the Knowle by EDDC, and the effect that this would have on the town.
Petition:
We, the undersigned wish here to register our strong objection to the EDDC Local Development Plan proposals for Sidmouth,
which, in particular:
• Promote building within the AONB and specifically the creation of 12 acres of Employment land at Sidford.
• Omit mention of EDDC’s intentions to relocate from the Knowle and its subsequent use, but allocate 50 new dwellings there.
The Local Development Plan provides no clear evidence for the need for these proposals. We urge the EDDC to engage with the
residents of the Sid Valley and to reconsider its overall strategy for the economy of the area.
http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-our-sidmouth.html
What is particularly questionable is the lack of transparency under the guise of ‘confidentiality’; this has obscured discussion of
questions about financial viability as well as broader issues:
Sidmouth to lose biggest employer to Honiton?
District council considers Knowle move
SIDMOUTH could be set to be stripped of its status as the home of East Devon District Council (EDDC) - sparking fears for trade
if more than 400 workers up sticks.
The Herald understands the town’s biggest employer is seriously considering leaving its prestigious Knowle home for a Honiton
industrial estate.
EDDC said yesterday: “We’re doing this because it’s the right thing to do.”
A spokesman revealed ‘informal’ approaches had been made over the possible sale of Knowle in the past, but added: “This is
the council’s decision and not in response to any specific developer interest.”
The authority won’t reveal how much bosses think Knowle is worth, but said its valuation will be ‘part of the process going
forward’.
Council cabinet members last week poured over a confidential office relocation comparative study document, penned by
Kensington Taylor Architects, during behind-closed-doors talks.
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/home/sidmouth_to_lose_biggest_employer_to_honiton_1_971613?ot=archant.PrintFrien
dlyPageLayout.ot
More profoundly, in terms of following due process, when policies involving relocation from Knowle are considered, it is not
clear whether a separate and distinct division is made between District Council as ‘landowner’ and District Council as ‘Local
Plan policy-maker’. This is essential if appropriate practice is seen to be followed; and yet this distance has not been
demonstrated in the relationship between the parties.
It is unclear too as to what extent the financial requirements of the District Council have played a part in decisions to relocate;
it is feared that the potential importance of the Knowle site to the wider community in general and to town centre businesses
in particular have not been given comparable status to the narrower interests of the District Council – as is shown by the
considerable correspondence in the local press. One example gives mention to the concerns raised in several other letters to
the editor:
Time for courage
SIR - As we hurtle towards the further systematic destruction of Sidmouth in the name of progress, it is gratifying that your
contributors are increasingly drawing attention to the insidious attempts being proposed to ruin our precious town.
http://www.sidmouthherald.co.uk/sidmouth-life/letters/time_for_courage_1_1334790
The District Council would do well to attend to this body of informed opinion: this too provides ‘evidence’ in the decisionmaking process and is certainly less opaque in its approach.
Lastly, points raised with regard to the impact of Housing on Port Royal above can be equally applied to Housing at Knowle:
With regard to development proposals at Knowle as stated in the Inset Maps of the draft Local Plan, these seem to contradict
the stated Strategies 6 and 26 of the same document:
Firstly, not only are the grounds of Knowle themselves ‘Land of Local Amenity Importance’ according to the previous Sidmouth
Inset Map, but they are immediately adjacent to AONB land; upwards of 50 new dwellings at Knowle would not be compatible
with the parkland and semi-rural character of the site:
Strategy 6 - Development within Built-Up Area Boundaries: Within the boundaries development will be permitted if:
1. It would be compatible with the character of the site and its surroundings and in villages with the rural character of the
settlement.
It has not been proven that upwards of 50 dwellings at Knowle would support any of these fundamental interests:
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3. It would not damage, and where practical, it will support promotion of wildlife, landscape, townscape or historic interests.
Lastly, it is clear that the proposed developments at Knowle could entail considerable loss of much of the parkland, the
disputed Public Rights of Way and access to hiring the Chamber for public events, as well as jeopardise the weekend car park.
Figures from the last four years provided by the Sidmouth Hopper Bus service indicate clearly that the Park-and-Ride car park
is used regularly throughout the tourist season and would be a significant loss if developed:
4. It would not involve the loss of land of local amenity importance or of recreational value;
As stated above, the proposed relocation of East Devon headquarters would lead to the loss of upwards of 350 jobs:
Strategy 26 - Development at Sidmouth (formerly DS21):
Proposals for development in Sidmouth should be consistent with the strategy which is:
2. Jobs - provision of up to 5 hectares of additional employment land, with a particular onus on B1 space with uses and
development compatible with the regency qualities and current uses and nature of the town. This will be developed in 2 phases,
the first of 3 hectares and the second phase of 2 hectares after the 5 year review of the Local Plan;
Again as stated above, the loss of employment could have a serious knock-on effect on business in Sidmouth:
3. Town Centre - enhancement of the environment and promotion of business opportunities in the town centre,
As stated at comment on Strategy 6.4 above, relocation would jeopardise much-used local facilities:
4. Social and Community Facilities - facilities to match future development and new housing,
Lastly, as stated at comment on Strategy 6.4 above, relocation would deprive Sidmouth of a much-used tourist car park
facility:
5. Infrastructure - better management of road space in the town centre to alleviate congestion, and “park and ride” (and park
and change) provision.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/edlpsidmouthreport.pdf
_____________________________________________

PLANNING TO 2026
Finally, what is particularly disappointing about the draft Local Plan is its failure on the whole to think beyond satisfying
immediate demands, whether explicit or implied.
It is welcome, however, that the District Council is endeavouring to ‘bring the work to people rather than force people to
travel to work’ (to quote from the draft Local Plan), as it seeks to reduce carbon emissions. It is with this rationale that the
District Council has made specific policy proposals, to return to the initial point raised in this submission:
3. Vision for East Devon to 2031
3.7 We have a priority to develop Brownfield sites first except at the West End and to protect grade 1 and 2 farmland wherever
possible to sustain local food production. We also aim to encourage more local jobs to cut down commuting by cars.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/new_local_plan_publication_draft_dec_2011_lowres.pdf
Nevertheless, in the case of Sidmouth, much more effort is needed from District and Town Councils to fully exploit the current
supply of brownfield sites and resist proposals to build employment sites on greenfield land.
Sidmouth does not suffer from the problem of all other towns in East Devon (other than Axminster) which seek to ‘reduce outcommuting’; in which case, Sidmouth does not need to ‘create more local jobs’ on the large scale proposed in the Local Plan.
The objective which strikes as more long-term is the policy proposal for Exmouth to ‘promote self-containment’: this should be
extended to all settlements in East Devon (quoting again from the draft Local Plan):
Sustainability Appraisal and Evidence… to assist
the town's self-containment
To be able to carry this out in practice, there are welcome policies which are both visionary and practicable:
Encourage Mixed-Use Development Incorporating Employment
16.11 In the past too much residential development has occurred without thought being given to where people will work.
In which case, the District and Town Councils should endeavour to protect ‘centre-of-town’ employment land – rather than
allow lucrative housing always have the upper hand in planning applications:
Resisting the Loss of Employment Land
16.15 Where existing employment land is more appropriately designated for possible residential use we would expect the uplift
in value to be properly reflected in any planning agreement or obligation (including through Section 106 agreement and
Community Infrastructure Levy payment) and an equivalent area nearby to be provided for replacement employment land.
The District Council should resist pressures for change-of-use:
Consultation Local Plan – Draft Strategy 27
Resisting Loss of Employment, Retail and Community Uses:
In order to ensure that local communities remain vibrant and viable and are able to meet the needs of residents we will resist
the loss of employment, retail and community uses.
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In fact, the District Council aspires to provide the kind of mixed-use development which would encourage thriving local
communities:
Encourage Mixed-Use Development Incorporating Employment
16.12…we will encourage integration between residential and employment uses wherever possible.
This would entail keeping employment land within the Built-up Area Boundaries. On the other hand, decisions to
‘residentialize’ areas such as Parson’s Yard or Port Royal or the Manstone Workshops will have the effect of reducing this
integration; proposals to relocate the District Council headquarters from Knowle would remove substantial numbers of
employment places for local people.
Rather, Sidmouth requires imaginative planning proposals for mixed-use development, such as the redesign of the Port Royal
area to include housing, retail and workshops, which was its profile fifty years ago.
Devon County Council refers to the role of ‘work hubs’ as providing a viable way forward:
Local Sustainable Transport Fund
DCC has undertaken extensive research and a feasibility study to look at the role for managed work hubs catering for SME’s.
‘Work hubs’ make home-based working more viable by offering the supplementary benefits of networking, collaboration,
sophisticated equipment and technology.
http://www.devon.gov.uk/lstfbid.pdf
To take planning even further forward, there are several studies focusing on imaginative proposals to build vibrant local
economies and deal with commuting issues provided by members of the Transition Town movement:
http://ergobalance.blogspot.co.uk/2012/01/trasition-town-reading-and-london.html
In terms of radical planning to 2026, there are several ambitious Energy Descent Plans providing a framework to address the
issues of reducing carbon emissions and commuting, as well as the wider notion of localism:
http://transitiontownworthing.ning.com/page/energy-descent-action-plan-for
Unfortunately, the District Council’s current draft Local Plan is too focussed on satisfying imagined demand and is not
ambitious enough in planning for the future.

Jeremy Woodward
Secretary
Futures Forum
Vision Group for Sidmouth
8th June 2012

Representor No. 728 (M1) - Gillian Sweet
Graeme Thompson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gillian Sweet
11 June 2012 11:01
Localplan
Emerging East Devon Local Plan

Dear Sirs
Further to our objection letter already sent regarding the proposed 300 dwellings at Heathfield Manor we feel we need to
stress a few more issues.
We find it quite inconceivable that the area concerned has even been considered for developement as it is a designated
area of natural beauty. This is obvious to anyone visiting the site and we encourage you to do so. This is also a very
elevated site and will be very imposing, breaking the natural skyline boundary of Honiton.
We live on the edge of the Heathfield estate and are concerned for the varied wildlife we observe here. We regularly see
bats for instance, in and around Hayne Lane. Also, we hear owls at night and are aware of them pitching on our roof. This
will all be greatly disturbed with more housing and the obvious noise and disturbance associoated with it.
Hayne Lane is by nature a small road leading to the beautiful wooded area of Beech Walk. This lane causes us great
concern as we regularly hear cars travelling too fast down it and the screech of brakes is unfortuneately a too familliar
sound. This traffic needs to be calmed, not added to, for safety and conservation reasons.
We urge you to think very carefully about this application.
Yours faithfully
Tony and Gillian Sweet
6 Bracken Close
Honiton
Devon
EX14 2YS
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Representor No. 743 - Steve Jackson
Maria Toynton
Steve Jackson
07 June 2012 15:03
Localplan; AWLISCOMBE CLERKS; Cllr Philip Skinner
Emerging Local Plan May/June 2012 Consultation - Honiton

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Strategy 23 Development of Honiton
This objection to this proposal does not seek to stop a Honiton development (indeed for both the town and the surrounding local communities, ‘it is a
must’). It seeks to encourage some realism based on defined local needs for both housing and employment and to also consider support of the local
surrounding communities.
Any development (housing or employment) on land to the west of Honiton will affect the existing infrastructure connecting to the surrounding local
communities. It will not encourage a visit to the town centre which is at the heart of economic improvement and the town’s sustainability This need has
been reflected in the Tym report (commissioned by EDDC) and in Honiton Town Council’s own vision. It is not reflected in this proposed strategy, which
will see people stop short of the town or gravitate to ‘out of town shopping’.
Employment land. Heathpark is nowhere near fully developed, even after all this time. There still exists a great potential within this existing area to
support additional employment before any need for further expansion (either East or West). If or when expansion is needed, there are recommendations
in the Tym report (5 not 15 hectares, and 1 hectare of employment land for every 250 houses) which appears to have been ignored. Honiton Town
Council has previously identified other areas of employment land e.g. Ottery Moor Lane. It is suggested that this area together with existing Heathpark
land will support the need without extending westward onto prime agricultural land with ribbon development which cannot be perceived as a town
attraction. This proposed development, because of its position (well outside of the centre of the town) does not support Honiton’s real need which is to
encourage town centre visiting and shopping which leads to an improve economy. The need is to maintain support from the surrounding local
communities, attract tourism and encourage the developing community of Cranbrook to come into Honiton and not go into Exeter. This proposal is
flawed and not evidence based. A ‘15 hectare number’ may be driven by a development need of an economy of scale and has been demonstrated by
Honiton Town Council as not a Honiton need (at least not on this scale). Other opportunities (as suggested above) should be re-visited.
Housing. Appropriate sites, with a genuine need and a closer proximity to Honiton’s town centre have been identified by Honiton Town Council (e.g. the
2011 SHLAA identified 181 deliverable sites within the town). This should at least be the initial focus as out of town development will encourage out of
town shopping. Tesco, Lidl , Aldi (in plan) and retailing within the existing Heathpark area will not encourage people into town. If ‘localism’ is to be at the
forefront of local community development, can this proposed strategy be allowed to continue while ignoring previous consultations?
This proposal should not be used as a means to ‘mop up’ or support or take a proportion of any total numbers for housing within an East Devon overall
figure. Let this proposal confine itself to the needs of Honiton and the support of the local surrounding communities.
The Local infrastructure and Communities. The proposed strategy fails to provide any acknowledgement on the effects to the environment and to the
added burden on existing infrastructure affecting the town or the surrounding communities. There is a need (and cost) to be understood. The local
highways infrastructure is inadequate to serve the needs of the proposed employment land. This recognition must be included when a proposal goes
forward. Areas affected are from:
The North - Awliscombe and Weston.
The South - Sidmouth Road and Gittisham Vale
The East - Honiton Town Centre and Turks Head.
The West - Turks Head.

Where to now? Honiton’s published ‘vision’, (‘localism’) of a less congested town centre, further improvements to support surrounding communities,
encourage tourism, possibly some pedestrian area, build for housing needs and employment led economic growth can all be fulfilled if the plan:
a)

Looks to the east of Honiton (not west) for Honiton’s future. An Eastern Bypass, with housing, to the East of Honiton will provide the
opportunities and good access for employment land (if needed) and alleviate current heavy traffic and congestion within the town’s
curtilage on the A35 road to Axminster.
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b)

Takes heed of previous consultations of suggested sites for housing and employment land which will generate town centre economic
growth, meet the housing needs of all age groups and minimise the effects on surrounding infrastructure and nearby local communities.

This proposal (soon to be completed and go to government inspection) generates some interesting thoughts:
-

We consistently here from EDDC that we must have evidence based data. Where is all the factual evidence for the current proposal?

-

Why has the Tym report (commissioned by EDDC) and parts of Honiton’s previous consultation data been ignored?

I hope we can assume that the Tym report and Honiton’s previous consultation input will form part of the evidence to go forward to government
inspection.

Steve Jackson
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Representor No. 748 - Clive Stone
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Local Plan - SEATON MAP
10 June 2012 12:10:33

Comment in response to e-mail from Matthew Dickins
EMERGING EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN
re Draft of the East Devon Local Plan - amended proposed town inset maps. - Seaton
Following the support from Seaton Town Council and Colyton parish Council for
retaining the EXISTING Green Wedges between Seaton and Colyford and the
confirmation of this in the original Local Plan, there does not appear to be local support
for the proposed change in this policy, which now proposes some development in the
green wedge between Seaton and Colyford.
It is not democratic that such a change in policy is made without full local public
consultation, and bearing in mind that there is a move towards ‘localism’ and any such
change to the original Local Plan is in direct contradiction to such a move, where
‘localism is being promoted and encouraged by government
Further reasons not to develop in this particular Green Wedge includeIt would spoil the panoramic views of the Axe estuary and valley.
Significant planning permissions have already been granted for housing and
other developments in other parts of the existing boundaries of Seaton and these
should be undertaken and completed prior to any further development being
considered.
Any other available land within Seaton’s boundary with development possibilities
should be completed before any Green Wedge development is even considered
A survey should be undertaken to assess the current stock of empty housing
and other business premises
in Seaton before any Green Wedge development is even considered
The Colyton Parish Plan was accepted by EDDC without any qualification and should
be honoured as this was produced by local parishioners with a very comprehensive
consultation with the whole parish of Colyton and one very specific part of the plan
states ‘to retain green spaces between settlements’. This is of particular importance to
the village of Colyford and its residents and is especially relevant in this proposal to
change the original Local Plan
Yours faithfully
CM Stone ( previous reference nr for EDDC comments 749 )
Greenbank

Gully Shoot
Colyford

EX24 6HF

Rep No.

761

Name:

Dr. N. Daniel - Chairman OVA Peter Cowper

Date sent:

31.05.12

The Otter Valley Association would like to make the following comments on the
proposed local plan;
1. To move the southern area of the BUAB in Budleigh Salterton to align with the
southern edge of the roadway formed by Coastguard Hill and Salting Hill, thus taking
the World Heritage Site, the SSSI and the Coastal path out of the BUAB.
2.To move the BUAB on the West side of Budleigh Salterton eastwards so that
Moorlands Road and Lansdowne Road are moved outside the BUAB. This will
enable more control to be exercised over development in Moorlands Road etc.This is
in accordance with policy 6.22.

Representor No. 765 - C H Bolton

Representor No. 799 - Helen Tickle

Subject:

Response to consultation on map for Budleigh Salterton

Hi
I would like to recommend an alteration to the BUAB along the seafront in Budleigh Salterton.
The existing line was draw prior to the designation of the WHS Jurassic Coast which includes the area from the
cliffs to the low water mark. Part of the area is a SSSI under Natural England's supervision.
I suggest that the BUAB be altered to run along Coastguard Road and along Salting Hill then up Granary Lane.
The Lime Kiln carpark should not be included within the BUAB.
The area protected by the Jurassic Coast designation should not be included within the BUAB, in my opinion.
Please acknowledge receipt of this email.
Regards
Helen Tickle
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Representor No. 939 - Savills on behalf of Devonshire Homes Ltd

Representor No. 967 (M1) - Jeremy Woodward
SUBMISSION TO EAST DEVON LOCAL PLAN
1. Listing of Knowle, Station Road, Sidmouth: 1951
Knowle, described at e. below, appears to have been listed in 1951 and to have lost its listing since then. Its
owner, East Devon District Council is considering selling it for redevelopment. Certainty about its protected
status and clarification of any confusion is urgently required.
The two buildings named Knowle in Sidmouth are located on two sites, Station Road and Harcombe. There is
no concern about Knowle Harcombe (a.).
The buildings/features associated with the two sites are:
a. HARCOMBE C17 country house rehandled ca 1840-50 near the hamlet in Sidbury parish to the northeast of Sidmouth
Listed 12 Nov 1973; English Heritage Building ID no. 402406
b. STATION ROAD Grotto in the garden of Knowle Grange
Listed 1951; no. 402406
c. STATION ROAD Summerhouse in the grounds of Knowle, Sidmouth Urban District Offices
Listed 12 Nov 1973; no. 1228078
d. STATION ROAD Lodge at the entrance to the drive leading to Sidmouth Urban District Offices
Listed: not stated, probably 12 Nov 1973; no. 1227917
e. STATION ROAD Knowle, formerly Knowle Cottage (1810-1885), Knowle Hotel (1885-1950), Sidmouth
Urban District Offices (1964-1974). East Devon District Council Offices (from 1974). Finished 1810 as
large cottage ornée for Lord le Despenser.
Listed 1951. No longer listed. (note 1)
Knowle Station Road (e.) is recorded (as Knowle Hotel) as having been scheduled on the statutory list of the
Ministry of Housing and Local Government in 1951 as being of outstanding historical and architectural
interest. (See attached copies from Sidmouth Observer 9 July 1952). Other hotels/inns were similarly listed.
All the hotels/inns in the Sidmouth Observer’s record appear on the current English Heritage list; Knowle does
not. (note 2)
Note 1: In the British Listed Buildings and English Heritage lists, the address [Knowle Dr, Sidmouth, Devon],
postcode [EX10 8HL] and OS Coordinates [312042, 87954] for Knowle House Harcombe’s had been recorded
as those of Knowle, Station Road. This was conveyed to English Heritage on 16th May 2012 and these details
were subsequently corrected.
It seems that Knowle Station Road had become confused with Knowle House, Harcombe. If this is correct,
there may not have been an intention to remove Knowle Station Road from the 1951 schedule.
Note 2: If the list of hotels in the article of 9 July 1952 is compared to that on the British Listed Buildings
website, we notice the following:
- All 14 hotels and inns except Knowle are listed in the 2012 list. Six were recorded as having been listed in
1951, the remainder in 1973. Knowle House Harcombe was listed in 1973.
- Duffert's Commercial Hotel is on the site now occupied by the Black Horse Hotel on 41 Fore St, Sidmouth.
(source: Sidmouth Museum). It was listed in Nov 1973 and has the list entry no. 1288890.
- This means that all the hotels and inns on the Sidmouth Observer list of July 1952 except Knowle Hotel are
on the present English Heritage list.
These questions arise:
1. Did the 1951 Ministry of Housing list become the present English Heritage list?
2. Was the Sidmouth Observer correct in recording Knowle (e. above) as on the statutory list of 1951?
3. Why is Knowle (e. above) no longer thus protected?
4. Some buildings on the Sidmouth Observer list are recorded in the present English Heritage list as
having been listed from 1973 and others from 1951. Why is this?
5. Did Knowle Station Road ‘disappear’ from the 1951 list because Knowle Harcombe was added and given
the incorrect co-ordinates?
(Submitted to English Heritage 31st May 2012)

2. Granting Knowle grounds Area TPO: 1956
In 1956, a Tree Preservation Order relating to Manor Park and Knowle Hotel was countersigned by the
Assistant Secretary to the Minister of Housing and Local Government. The documentation specifically refers to
the grounds as ‘parkland’.
The District Council has made recent references to this Order:
What impact will any future development at Knowle have on the many fine trees on the site? Are the trees
covered by a Tree Protection Order (TPO)?
Trees are obviously a material consideration on this site and we will deal with them as sensitively as we can
through the planning process. The grounds of Knowle are the subject of an Area TPO made in 1956. The effect
of this order is to protect all trees that were growing in 1956 and therefore covers any tree over 55 years old.
The TPO prevents trees being removed before any detailed planning consent and protects those trees shown
as retained on the approved plans, both during and after construction. The potential to retain any tree is
determined by the health and condition of the individual tree and whether it has significant amenity, historic
or conservation value. The Council’s own policies and the criteria set down in BS 5837:2012 (Trees in relation
to design, demolition and construction – Recommendations) ensure that all trees will be taken into account
and considered on their merits.
Page last updated on 7 June 2012
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/movingandimprovingfaq
However, there are concerns that this TPO will not provide adequate protection for mature trees:
a. There are contradictions in official maps of Knowle as to what signifies ‘parkland’ or ‘open space’. It is not
clear whether the most recently adopted planning policy document supersedes an earlier document; or
whether a planning application, if approved, overrules any TPOs.
The 1956 Area TPO map A2 designates a clear boundary for the parkland at Knowle; it is within this area that
all trees now 55 years old would receive protection. The ‘designated recreation parkland’ of the Sidmouth
Urban Inset Map 58 of Knowle from 1996 seems to confirm this boundary. And yet, the Sidmouth Inset Map
45 of the 2006 and 2011 drafts of the Local Plan define a different boundary which excludes the ‘recreation
area’ of the lawn in front of the present West Wing.
Independent surveys have identified 16 mature trees including beech, Monterey pine, yews and hawthorn
which lie in this area marked for housing development at Knowle in the 2011 Inset Map; that is, the proposed
development line down to the depot offices would necessitate the felling of trees protected by the 1956 Order.
b. There are concerns that the District Council will not respect the integrity of TPOs. The case of ‘Cedar Shade’
from 2008 has thrown into doubt undertakings made by Officers.
Sidmouth Town Council raised concerns in the Minutes of its Planning Committee at point 08:9/P15.5:
On 16th May, the Clerk wrote to the District Council regarding the above application expressing concern
regarding the behaviour of the Property Developers at Cedar Shade in respect of the trees. The Clerk
reported that a reply was still awaited.
www.sidmouth.gov.uk/PDFs/Planning%20Minutes%202008/Plan%20Min%20-%202008.09.24.pdf
At the development of new homes at ‘Cedar Shade’ in April 2008 it appears that the District Council gave
permission for the TPO to be:
… suspended in order to allow redevelopment to take place. A suspended TPO implies that it is temporary
action, and will be restored. In this case it seems to have been a convenient way of allowing the destruction of
healthy trees, of no danger to anyone, except the financial considerations of the developer. It suggests the redeveloper must have intended from the start to destroy these trees, otherwise he would have planned to
include them within his planning application. (Letter from SVA Chair Handel Bennett: 18th April 2008)
http://www.edp24.co.uk/lifestyle/cedar_felling_must_not_set_a_wrecking_precedent_1_457777?ot=archan
t.PrintFriendlyPageLayout.ot
Members of the public as well as the Sid Vale Association have expressed doubt about the planning process:
The council decided that all the trees that were in the developer's way were either "over-mature" or were
diseased or more dangerous (and couldn't be made safe?) What a convenient coincidence!! The County
Highway Authority had recommended refusal of the planning application. That recommendation was
rejected by EDDC. (Letter to Sidmouth Herald: 17th June 2008)
http://www.edp24.co.uk/lifestyle/we_must_all_make_planning_concerns_known_1_457957?ot=archant.Pri
ntFriendlyPageLayout.ot
Consequently, there are fears that no TPOs are safe in the District:
This must not be allowed to become a most dangerous precedent to wholesale wrecking of Sidmouth's
heritage. (Letter from SVA Chair Handel Bennett: 18th April 2008)

3. Knowle declared as ‘Public Open Space’: 1973
Documents in the public domain clearly contradict District Council declarations that there is no Public Right of
Way through the Knowle grounds:
a. A cutting from the Sidmouth Herald of 28th July 1973 refers to the decision of Sidmouth UDC to make the
order to dedicate the Knowle for ever as a ‘public open space’ before it became the HQ of the new EDDC
authority on April 1st 1974.
b. SUDC Minutes of 1973 make recommendations, in the Clerk's Finance Report (headed 24th July 1973 and
signed 2nd October 1973). The entry clearly states that the public have established access to the grounds prior
to 1973 and recommends that they become a public open space under Section 164 of the Public Health Act 1875
as public open spaces. Of particular importance is the sentence: "It will moreover be recalled that a principal
reason for the acquisition of Knowle was to preserve the gardens and field as an amenity for the district".
Devon County Councillor Stuart Hughes, with Cabinet responsibility for Highways, wrote to the District
Council CEO in May 2012, ‘requesting that the District Council dedicate footpaths within Knowle grounds as
PROW’:
Dear Mark
Having taken advice from our PROW team at County Hall I am writing to request that the District Council
dedicate footpaths within the Knowle grounds as public rights of way, through dedication or creation
agreements as the landowners with the County Council under section 25 of the Highways Act 1980. They (the
footpaths) would then be recorded on the Definitive Map as public rights of way.
As I understand it this can be done through the solicitors in East Devon's legal department contacting
Devon's PROW section who can advise on the procedures.
As you are aware with the newspaper articles on the possibility of EDDC moving there is a vast amount of
concern regarding this issue within the town and it is an easier procedure to record public rights of way than
going through the investigation of evidence to add them to the Definitive Map by Modification Order as they
are currently not recorded as rights of way, although there have already been queries from members of the
public about how to do that.
I now look forward to hearing from you
Best regards
Stuart Hughes CC
http://www.devonconservative.org.uk/blog.htm
As already stated, there are contradictions in official maps of Knowle as to what signifies ‘parkland’ or ‘open
space’. Versions of the Sidmouth Inset Map prior to the current 2011 version clearly show the grounds of the
Knowle as ‘protected’, designating the whole of the undeveloped part of the Knowle site as ‘Land of Local
Amenity Importance’.
Furthermore, District Council Policy EN1 relates to land which is within or adjacent the AONB – and Knowle
is immediately adjacent to the AONB. And as such, Policy EN1 states that development will only be permitted
within or adjacent the AONB where the proposal conserves or enhances the landscape character of the area
and respects traditional built form.
http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/reportdc_211008_08.1800.ful.pdf
Proposals under the draft Local Plan to limit Public Rights of Way and to build upwards of 50 dwellings not
only fail to meet these criteria but fail to clarify why there should be any change in the boundary designation,
which should remain as it was prior to the latest revision.
Summary:
These documents throw into serious doubt the legitimacy and feasibility of the proposed relocation of the
District Council from Knowle.
Firstly, relocation threatens to destroy the integrity of the parkland. The stately setting of Knowle – with its
combination of magnificent parks, historic trees and palatial proportions – is of considerable importance to
the quality and prosperity of Sidmouth.
Secondly, relocation would seriously undermine public confidence in the District Council’s commitment to
observing its own stated principles. Many of the proposals relating to Knowle in the draft Local Plan fail to
comply either with previous policies or with due process.
Jeremy Woodward
66 Temple St, Sidmouth, EX 10 9BJ
10th June 2012

ep No.

973

Name:

Andrew Wiltshire

Date sent:

15.05.12

Dear Sir
I believe you have got it right in this local plan.
I particularly feel that the harepath road site should be the focus for further mixed
allocation use and amenities. The increased traffic this will bring then wouldn't have
to go through the town. The site is also fantastic for recreational facilities. New
business units are soon filled - so there must be a need, and a lot more employment
can be created. There will still be several fields and a wood between Seaton and
Colyford, a good couple of hundred meters, so they can't really complain.
I can never understand why the town should not be allowed to grow beyond the set
boundary. This is like saying that no one else should have the opportunity to move
here, or that surplus locals should leave, because of a lack of housing or jobs. A lot
of the complainers do not understand the challenges of the population growing so
much.
Regards

Representation No. 1065 - Kate Tobin
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Comments on East Devon LDF
09 June 2012 11:22:58

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to comment on the Town Plan for Sidmouth for the Local
Development Framework.
Port Royal
I object to the plans to site 30 dwellings at Port Royal. This area is a unique
feature of Sidmouth and provides a home for the Lifeboat, the Sailing Club, the
Angling Club, the Gig Club and a local fishing business, as well as a base for the
increasing number of kayakers using the sea. This benefits hundreds of people
every year and has the potential to benefit even more. It provides a critical
opportunity for young people from a coastal town to take part in coastal activities
and learn skills that can lead to many different areas of employment. This area
must be protected for coastal uses by the community and the opportunities
expanded to increase participation even further. The possibilities for doing this
have not yet been fully explored and there is no reason why a commercially viable
plan cannot be put into place.
I also object to the demolition of the Drill Hall, before a viable plan has been
developed, since it has architectural merit and could become a distinctive part of a
new scheme.
At a time when the government is pushing communities to identify and make the
most of their distinctiveness, it would be mad to lose even part of this asset to
private homes, and quite possibly second homes at that. The District Council has
an obligation to protect the area while sustainable plans are developed by the
community. The grounds upon which this land originally came into public
ownership should also be made clear, since I would like to know whether they
could have been similar to the Ham ie a gift in perpetuity for the residents and
visitors to Sidmouth to enjoy for recreational uses.
Employment Land
I also object to the proposed changes to employment land in Sidmouth. I live
opposite the Alexandria Road site and support the continued use of it for light
industrial units and would welcome seeing a more efficient use of the land by the
creation of the route onto the Bulverton Road, taking some of the traffic pressure
off the Woolbrook area. I absolutely do not support the rumoured introduction of
another supermarket there, which would be counter-productive, simply displacing
other supermarkets and even more small businesses, as well as changing the
working week activities of the area to impinge unacceptably on weekends and
evenings for those of us living nearby.
It makes no sense to provide a new employment site in Sidford, when there are
already too many empty units in the area; others have made the case on numbers
better than I can, but I am aware through my own contacts of two or three
business parks in East Devon who are not managing to let their units due to lack

of demand. A new site at Sidford would only worsen the situation for them. The
District Council should not be designating land just because there is a willing chain
of buyers and sellers.
I understand the District Council's reasons for considering relocation from the
Knowle, although I think it will have a detrimental effect on Sidmouth. I am relieved
to see that the majority of the parkland is not designated for housing under the
proposed plans. However I believe that this employment land should be retained
as such, on the current footprint. If the Council wishes to cost up the relocation to
Honiton, it should do so based on the capital receipt it would receive on selling the
land for employment uses. It should not re-designate the land in order to obtain a
higher price on sale. If anything, I think the footprint should be reduced since I
believe both the lower car parks impinge unacceptably on the parkland, which I
had been told by colleagues when I worked at the council was Grade II parkland.
This appears not to be the case, but it is of great landscape value and a major
contribution to the charm of Sidmouth, which is essential to its tourist business.
Again, I would like to understand the basis upon which the Knowle estate came
into public ownership; was it a straightforward purchase or was it gifted to the
Town? This would of course have a moral, if not legal, bearing on the consequent
use of the land on sale.
Boundary of the Byes
I would also like to make a comment that the new community orchard at the Byes
seems to have been left out of the "green striped area". This may be simply that I
couldn't see the map in enough detail, but I would request that you double check
the boundaries on this map to ensure that the community orchard and the "Roly
Poly fields" are fully included in the area designated as parkland.
I appreciate that you have a hard job to do in planning for the changes that may
occur over the next few years. However I believe that certain proposals would
have such a detrimental effect on the character of the town and the quality of life
for the community that I need to add my voice to the many others who have
comments to make.
Yours sincerely,
Kate Tobin
14 Alexandria Road
Sidmouth

Representor No. 1092 - Mr F Horrell

Sent:
To:
Subject:

06 June 2012 15:28
Localplan
LOCAL PLAN--HONITON.

TO EDDC,
With regard to the to the above local plan it is still apparent EDDC still intend to develope to the west of Honiton there by
creating a ribbon effect of developement, when in actual fact there is little or no requirement for employment land of that suggested (
15 hectares ) there are still large areas of undeveloped employment land on Heathpark Industrial Estate doing little to enhance the
area.(nettles brambles small trees generally an overgrown area, EDDC can hardly use the excuse (ITS FOR WILDLIFE) when EDDC
intend in time to concrete over 15 HECTARES,
With respect might it not be a much better idea to encourage --BRADFORDS, HALSE'S to relocate to Heathpark Ind Estate
and also approach those businesses on the Bramble Hill ind estate ( now owned by Tesco) to also relocate to Heathpark, this would
free up land for housing developement, This could then justify the improvement of the road junction at Turks Head
We keep hearing how we must build here or there but very little about how the infrastructure of Honiton will be improved, to
accomodate the building of 450 homes.
Infrastructure to me means--Schools, Hospital, Doctors, Sewerage,Transport
Yours sincerely
Mr F Horrell BEM.
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Representor No. 1099 - Angela Bea

Representor No. 1099 (a) - Angela Bea

